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This training program is funded by world famous architect Ando Tadao, who
was the first recipient of the Carlsberg Architectural Prize in 1992. The entire
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which this program was started, which is now in its 25th year. Since its beginning,
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Preface

This program's success is a result of the cooperation of Tadao Ando Architect
& Associates, members who support the goals of the program, host companies,
other supporting organizations and volunteers. I would like to express my deep
appreciation to everyone.
The trainees were provided with firsthand experience of Ando architecture
in Osaka, Awaji Island in Hyogo and Naoshima in Kagawa, as well as Japanese
traditional architecture and gardens in Kyoto. Through discussions and exchanges
of opinion regarding landscape policy with architectural administration and
policy staff at the Osaka Prefectural Government, and an architecture workshop
with students at Kindai University, the trainees were able to deepen their
knowledge of Japanese architecture, art and culture.
We hope that this report will be helpful not only to the trainees, but also to
young professionals in Asia who actively work in the fields of architecture and
arts.

March 2018
Osaka Foundation of International Exchange
Administrative Director
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Ⅰ

Program Overview
Purpose
By utilizing donations from Ando Tadao, an Osaka native, and a variety of corporate sponsors,
the primary purpose of this program is to invite overseas art and architecture students and young
professionals to Osaka and to help them learn about Japanese culture, art, and architecture, in
addition to supporting architectural development in the participants’ home countries.

Osaka Invitational
Program for Short-Term
Overseas Trainees in
Arts and Architecture

Eligibility
Trainees must be citizens of an Asian country, currently living in Asia, and under the age of
35 with a high level of English proficiency. The participants must also meet one of the following
requirements:
•Currently enrolled in or a graduate of a master’s or doctorate program in
architecture or a related field.
•Holding a bachelor’s degree and currently working as an architect or in a
related field.
Number of trainees and their nationalities (eight trainees from seven countries)
India, Indonesia (2), Thailand, China, Bangladesh, Philippines and Vietnam
Program Period
Friday, September 22 – Thursday, October 19, 2017 (28 days)
Hosting Organizations
Osaka Prefectual Government, four general construction companies in Osaka and Kindai
University
・ Obayashi Corporation, Osaka Main Office
・ The Zenitaka Corporation, Head Office ・ Osaka Branch
・ Takenaka Corporation, Head Office ・ Osaka Main Office
・ Daiwa House Industry Co., Ltd, Head Office ・ Head Branch
Activities
・ Practical training sessions at general construction companies including visits to construction
sites
・ Excursions to visit buildings designed by Ando Tadao and historically significant sites in
Osaka and the Kansai region
・ Lectures and site visits related to urban planning and regulations hosted by the Osaka
Prefectural Government
・ Architecture workshop with students at Kindai University
・ Homestay with OFIX volunteer families
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Profile of Ando Tadao
1941
Born in Osaka, Japan
1962-69 Self-educated in architecture
Traveled in U.S.A., Europe, and Africa
1969
Established Tadao Ando Architects & Associates
Awards
1979
1985
1989
1992
1993
1995
1996
2002
2005
2010
2013
2015

Annual Prize, Architectural Institute of Japan “Row House, Sumiyoshi”
The 5th Alvar Aalto Medal, The Finnish Association of Architects
Gold Medal of the French Academy of Architecture
Carlsberg Architectural Prize (Denmark)
Japan Art Academy Prize
The Pritzker Architecture Prize (U.S.A.)
The 8th Praemium Imperiale (Japan)
Gold Medal of the American Institute of Architects (U.S.A.)
The Kyoto Prize, Japan
Gold Medal of the International Union of Architects (France)
Order of Culture (Japan)
Commander of the Order of Arts and Letters (France)
Grand Officer of the Order of the Star of Italy

Affiliations
2002
Honorary Academician, The Royal Academy of Arts in London
Academic Activities
1987
Yale University, Visiting Professor
1988
Columbia University, Visiting Professor
1990
Harvard University, Visiting Professor
1997
The University of Tokyo, Professor
2003
The University of Tokyo, Professor Emeritus
2005
University of California, Berkeley, Regents' Professor
The University of Tokyo, Special University Professor Emeritus
Representative Works
1983
Rokko Housing I, II (1993), III (1999) Kobe, Hyogo
1988
GALLERIA【akka】Osaka
1989
Church of the Light, Ibaraki, Osaka
1992
Benesse House/Naoshima Contemporary Art Museum & Annex (1995), Naoshima, Kagawa
1994
Chikatsu-Asuka Historical Museum, Kanan, Osaka
2000
Awaji-Yumebutai (Awaji Island Project), Awaji, Hyogo
Fabrica (Benetton Communications Research Center), Treviso, Italy
2001
Pulitzer Foundation for the Arts, St. Louis, U.S.A.
Teatro Armani, Milan, Italy
Sayamaike Historical Museum, Osakasayama, Osaka
Shiba Ryotaro Memorial Museum, Higashiosaka, Osaka
2002
Hyogo Prefectural Museum of Art, Kobe, Hyogo
The International Library of Children’s Literature, Taito, Tokyo
Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth, U.S.A.
2003
4 x 4 House, Kobe, Hyogo
2004
Chichu Art Museum, Naoshima, Kagawa
Langen Foundation, Hombroich Museum, Neuss, Germany
2006
Omotesando Regeneration Project (Omotesando Hills) Shibuya, Tokyo
The Palazzo Grassi, Venice, Italy
2007
21_21 DESIGN SIGHT, Minato, Tokyo
2010
Chaska Chayamachi, Osaka
2012
Kamigatarakugo Association, Osaka
2013
ANDO MUSEUM, Naoshima, Kagawa
2014
21st Century Christ Church, Hiroo, Shibuya, Tokyo
Shanghai Poly Grand Theatre, Shanghai, China
2015
International Library of Children's Literature Arch Building, Taito, Tokyo
2017
Mitsumasa Anno Museum, Kyotango, Kyoto
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Trainees

ZHAO Yating

Ashlon Lionel FRANK

(Shanghai/China)

(Bengaluru/India)
Architecture Paradigm

Shanghai Construction Design

Architect

& Research Institute Co., Ltd
Architect

KOES Woelandari

Rubaiya NASRIN

Sisjatiningrum

(Dhaka/Bangladesh)

(Surabaya/Indonesia)

Bengal Institute

Sekar Kedaton Architect

Research Associate

Junior Architect

CUALES Janfour Olboc

Felicia DEVINA

(Cebu/Philippines)

(Bandung/Indonesia)

Espina, Perez-Espina &

Ace Architects & Associates

Associates

Architectural Executive

Architect

Paveena

LE Xuan Nghia

SIRIWATCHAIPORN

(Hanoi /Vietnam)

(Bangkok/Thailand)

Vietnam National

Chulalongkorn University

Construction Consultants

Graduate Student

Corporation - JSC
Architect

(Note: Surnames are written in CAPITALS)
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Ⅱ

Training Reports

These training reports were submitted by the trainees, each one of them covering a different part of the program. Please understand
that the writing styles of the reports reflect the trainees' experiences, learning and voice, and they may thus differ from each other.

Contributors
OFIX

Courtesy Visit to Vice Governor of Osaka and
Training Program by Osaka Prefectural Government
Company Training
・ Obayashi Corporation

Le Xuan Nghia (Vientma)

・ The Zenitaka Corporation

Rubaiya Nasrin (Bangladesh)

・ Takenaka Corporation

Ashlon Lionel Frank (India)

・ Daiwa House Industry Co., Ltd.

Paveena Siriwatchaiporn (Thailand)

Ando Study Tour and Courtesy Visit to Ando Tadao

Cuales Janfour Olboc (Philippines)

Awaji Island and Naoshima Tour

Koes Woelandari Sisjatiningrum (Indonesia)

Architecture Workshop at Kindai University

Felicia Devina (Indonesia)

Discussion Program and Kyoto Study Tour

Zhao Yating (China)
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Courtesy Visit to Vice Governor of Osaka and
Training Program by Osaka Prefectural Government
The Osaka Prefectural Government Training took place on
September 25 and 26. The eight trainees, who had only just
arrived in Japan, paid a courtesy visit to Osaka Vice-Governor
Takeuchi Hiroyuki, after which they were treated to a series
of lectures by the prefectural Department of Urban and Public
Works and the Department of Housing and City Development,
who promoted Osaka, and presented their urban strategy
and planning initiatives. The trainees were also able to gain
comprehensive knowledge of Osaka’s disaster preparation
and city development during a visit to the Tsunami/Storm

In the afternoon, the trainees learned about Osaka’s urban
strategy, development permit and building certification

Surge Disaster Prevention Station, followed by a discussion
with Osaka Prefectural Government staff about landscape

systems, landscape policy and earthquake safety measures
for wooden houses in a series of lectures by staff of the
Osaka Department of Housing and City Development. They
discussed the hollowing-out effect in city centers caused by
the post-war construction of suburban “New Towns”, more
recent inner-city revivals and comparisons between Osaka’s
changing townscape and cities in their own countries, and
posed questions about the Umekita Phase 2 Development
Project, a planned green space in the heart of Osaka. There
was also a discussion about landscape policy designed
to attract tourists, and the importance of cooperation and
participation by local residents.

policy.
Day 1
On the first day, the trainees paid a courtesy visit to Osaka
Vice-Governor Takeuchi at the Osaka Prefectural Government
Sakishima Building. The Vice-Governor expressed his
wish that the trainees would “become fans of Osaka
after experiencing its charm”. Next, the trainee from the
Philippines gave a speech on behalf of the group, expressing
his aspiration for the training to come, and listing the Umeda
Sky Building and takoyaki among the things he was hoping to
enjoy in Osaka.

The courtesy visit was followed by presentations by Osaka
Prefectural Government staff, who provided an overview of
Osaka and its increasing internationalization, the prefecture’s

Lastly, the Prefectural Government staff provided a tour
and explanation of the vibration control devices and seismic
dampers installed in the high-rise Sakishima Building.
The trainees, who did not have extensive experience with

growing foreign resident population and its friendship regions
and states. The presentation concluded with a lively Q and A
session, with the trainees eager to know more about Osaka’s

earthquakes, learnt about the importance of these earthquake
protection systems, which were installed after the 2011 Great
East Japan Earthquake.

candidacy to host the 2025 World Expo and medical tourism
aimed at overseas visitors.
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The day concluded with a discussion between the trainees
and prefectural staff on the topic “Landscape policy through
traditional architecture and historical landscape”. First the
prefectural employees explained the major landscape policy
activities in Osaka, introducing projects such as green
buildings and burying of power cables, and “Osaka, the
Museum”, a concept where each urban area presents its local
attractions like exhibits in an open air gallery. The trainees
then gave their own presentations. One of them spoke
about the transition from the preservation and restoration
of historical buildings towards more comprehensive efforts
that also consider the natural landscape and the environment,

Day 2

another about water ways and landscape preservation, a third
about green city projects and the others presented their talks
on equally fascinating issues in their home countries. The
trainees had lost their initial nervousness, and all participants
agreed that the free exchange of ideas and exposure to a wide
range of conditions and policies in different Asian countries
provided meaningful food for thought.

In the morning of the next day, the trainees visited the
Tsunami/Storm Surge Disaster Prevention Station in Osaka’s
Nishi ward. Staff of the station were eager to talk about storm
surges in Osaka’s history and about earthquake and tsunami
preparation measures. In the Dynacube (Tsunami Simulation
Theater) the visitors experienced the sights and sounds of
a tsunami and came to know the frightful nature of a real
tsunami disaster that might occur in Osaka. It was a great
way to increase their awareness of natural disasters and the
importance of being prepared.

Although it was only a short two-day program, the trainees,
who went on to further sight visits and host company training
the next day (September 27), were able to gain a broad range
of knowledge about urban planning and natural disaster

In the afternoon, the trainees gathered in the same Tsunami/
Storm Surge Disaster Prevention Station for a series of
lectures by the Osaka Department of Urban and Public Works
about Osaka city planning and infrastructure strategy, as well
as land readjustment and urban renewal projects. There were

measures in Osaka. It seems the trainees were able to deepen
this awareness of Osaka urban architecture even further in the
coming training.

many questions about involvement of local residents in land
usage zones and urban renewal projects and comparisons with
the trainees’ home countries.
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Company Training : Obayashi Corporation
Le Xuan Nghia (Vietnam)
One of the most interesting parts of the Ando program was

e-commercial exhibition, co-working space, co-living
apartments, micro farming gardens and a community hub. As
members of the millennial generation, it was very interesting

the opportunity to be trained in real Japanese construction
companies. For 10 days I and a trainee from Indonesia,
Felicia Devina, were trained in Obayashi Corporation – one

for us to show our thinking and present our proposals to
Obayashi staff.

of the five largest construction companies in Japan. It was a
more wonderful experience than we ever imagined, working
on a tight schedule while trying to learn as much as possible
about Japanese construction and design technology.
On the first day, we received a warm welcome from
Obayashi staff and an overview of Obayashi Corporation.
Later, Felicia and I visited the Obayashi history museum
and found out about the company’s prestigious history,
technological inventions and landmark projects. Founded by
Obayashi Yoshigoro in 1892 in Osaka, Obayashi Corporation
now operates not only in Japan but also overseas including
Southeast Asia, Australia, Europe and the United States.
Obayashi Corporation has been involved in many major
Japanese buildings such as Kyoto Station, Namba Parks,
Grand Front Osaka, Tokyo Skytree and the renovation of
Osaka Castle main tower.

Apart from working in the office, we also had time to
go outside for site visits. Despite the fact that they were
always busy with their own work schedules, Obayashi staff
were always generous to take time to guide and show us
their project sites or popular must-visit landmarks in Osaka.
On one site visit we went to the Tower of the Sun in the
Expo ’70 Commemorative Park. Obayashi is now in charge
of renovating the symbolic World Expo 1970 tower for
earthquake resistance. We were introduced by the PD Center
to the latest VR and BIM (Building Information Modeling)
technology that Obayashi used to model the existing tower
before renovation and to the way they arrange construction
site work. Then we had the opportunity which not many

In addition, we were totally suprised about the futuristic
concept and technological vision of Obayashi to build a space
elevator in 2050 and a hydrogen energy fuel supply system.
We really admired our host company's contribution to the
Japanese and worldwide construction industry.
We also attempted to work as Obayashi design staff in the
Osaka office, having received a design assignment to propose

Japanese people have had, to visit the inside of the tower
with Obayashi workers and staff.

a futuristic idea for Japan in 2030. As foreigners, we needed
to address some socio-economic issues and trends in Japan
and imagine an unprecedented prototype for the Japanese
community in 2030. We anticipated that in the future Japan
would be a leader in the fourth technology revolution
brought on by the sharing economy, the internet of things
and e-commerce. Buildings would be designed sustainably,
prefabricated in factories with 3D printing technology,
deeply integated with VR (Virtual Reality) technology and
big data systems to increase human living standards. My
proposed idea for future building prototypes in Japan was
a prefab, mixed-use, integrated building which comprises
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Another design and construction project of Obayashi in Osaka
is Namba Parks - a vibrant shopping complex. A project
architect took us on a tour and explained about the history
and concept design of this project. They transformed the old
baseball stadium of the Nankai Hawks baseball team into a
new mixed-use development center inspired by the geography
of the Grand Canyon in the United States.

The next visit was to the construction site of the Yomiuri
Tower, designed and being built by Obayashi. We had a
chance to learn about Japanese construction regulations and
earthquake resistance technology, such as oil dampers and
seismic structural control systems. We also talked with some
Vietnamese carpenters who are working with the Obayashi
construction team in the finishing phase. They expressed
pride to work with the Obayashi construction team and
complimented Obayashi’s friendly work environment and
professional work ethics. Meeting with some Vietnamese in
Japan made me feel homey.

Besides prominent new construction projects, we also
visited interesting historical places, such as Osaka Castle,
Todaiji temple, Isshinji temple and Shitennoji temple.
Obayashi is not only involved in new skyscraper towers or
large infrastructural system construction, they also operate
in renovating and reparing old historical buildings. Obayashi
again impressed us with their extensive knowledge and
accumulated experience in all fields of the construction
industry when they showed us the Hankyu Awaji railway
construction site – a long-term project to build a new
transport hub for future urban development with cutting-edge
technology.
On the last day, we went on an exciting tour with Obayashi

We were also impressed by an Obayashi project named
Grand Front Osaka, an attempt to develop an environmentally
friendly, lively, innovative and integrated community,

staff. We visited the Abeno Harukas observation deck - the
tallest skyscraper in Japan, and Osaka Aquarium Kaiyukan
with many exotic oceanic creatures. We will never forget
these experiences and the friendly Obayashi staff we met
during the training program. Thank you for all your support
and hospitality.

in harmony with existing buildings in the Umekita new
development area. Obayashi collaborated with other investors
to bring a new image to Osaka, attract more people to Osaka
and promote culture and economic growth.
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Company Training : The Zenitaka Corporation
Rubaiya Nasrin (Bangladesh)
The company training at The Zenitaka Corporation was
a hugely significant learning experience. Koes Woelandari
Sisjatiningrum (Wulan) from Indonesia and I attended 10

I must mention that during all the visits the Zenitaka staff
treated us to delicious Japanese meals. Our friendly coworkers even arranged for a shinkansen ride to visit the Glico
factory in Kobe. Officials showed us around the site and

days of training where we experienced the Japanese work
environment for a short time, which nevertheless left a big
impact on us. The training did not just include design work

explained many crucial details of the construction, such as
reinforcement and formwork. We also had fun while having a
look how the popular chocolate-coated snack Pocky is made in

with the team, it also gave us the opportunity to visit various
construction sites, famous projects and historical places. The
schedule was well-organized, and divided into five days for
design work, and five days for various visits. Every day, the

the Glico factory.
The next visit was to Nankai Takaishi, where we learned

knowledgeable volunteers from Kansai Mini Wings were there
to assist the communication by translating.

about the Nankai Takaishi rail line construction project. The
onsite engineers briefed us, showed us previous and recent
images, and took us to visit the construction site, which is
nearing completion.

The very first day, we were lucky to meet President Zenitaka
Hisayoshi, who shared his valuable time with us and discussed
art and architecture in our respective countries. He talked
proudly about his lineage and the history of the Zenitakas who
come from a long line of master carpenters. This corporation
works in maintenance of old heritage structures as well as
building modern structures using advanced technology.
Fortunately for us, we could see both types of projects during
our short time at Zenitaka.

The last visit was to Kubota Sakai Rinkai factory, quite
a new construction site. The team explained not only the
technical aspects but also the management process of the
project. It was very interesting to know about the weekly and
monthly meetings, co-ordination with the design team and
other aspects of the project. We finished our journey with a
visit to the 300 year-old temple built by Zenitaka, the Ozaki
branch of Nishi-Hongwanji temple. Each and every part of the
temple, the walls, the ceilings, the trees outside, retain their
beauty even today and tell stories of the past. I was extremely
amazed by this place.

The first visit was to Fushimi Koutokuryo, a 19th Century
merchant’s residence which is now reused for special
meetings. The well maintained tatami rooms and courtyard
gardens reflect the authenticity of Japanese houses. During
the next visit, we explored many projects designed by Ando
Tadao and built by Zenitaka Corporation near Namba and
Shinsaibashi, including Azuma House in Sumiyoshi, Galleria
Akka and BIGI 2nd Building. It was interesting to see and
learn from the projects with one of the structural engineers
who was involved in them. The one-day tour ended with a ride
on the Tempozan ferris wheel.
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Wulan approached the project by keeping the existing
structure and introducing a garden on different levels,
inspired by the Parkroyal on Pickering Hotel in Singapore.
She proposed to keep the old facade in the new building.
The U-shaped new building would receive natural light and
ventilation.

For the design work, both of us were given the same
project, an office building design in Osaka. At first, we were
briefed about the laws and regulations that we needed to
follow. We had only five days to design the building with a
strong concept, draw the plan, section and elevation, calculate
the floor area ratio and finally give a presentation on the last
day in the office.

Design proposal by Koes Woelandari Sisjatiningrum

I proposed a project based on an urban garden concept. The
idea was to incorporate a garden on every floor, leading to the
rooftop garden. An office building is a place where people
spend their most active time, so it should have a soothing
environment to motivate everyone and it should give relief
to the employers by providing a relaxing space. I proposed
the roof garden with this idea in mind. The first floor had two
functions, a coffee shop along the garden, and a store which
continues up to the second floor. The entrance was a double
height space containing a large corridor leading to the circular
core to accommodate a large number of people.

Throughout the design process, we had meetings with the
engineers to report our progress and receive feedback. The
helpful coworkers provided guidance about the structural
layout of our design, and referred us to other similar projects
to strengthen our design.

For a change, the design team also took us on a halfday visit to the National Museum of Art, Osaka and another
exhibition in Abeno Harukas. I think we were very lucky
to have such supportive, hardworking but also fun-loving
mentors.
Design proposal by Rubaiya Nasrin

The overall experience of working with the Zenitaka
Corporation was very fruitful for me to grow as an Architect.
I learned how to respect my own culture and yet celebrate
modern technology through architecture. This experience will
remain with me for life.
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Company Training : Takenaka Corporation
Ashlon Lionel Frank (India)
Zhao Yating from China and I were assigned to Takenaka
Corporation for company training. Already slightly nervous
before entering the building, our nervousness increased two-

The varied schedule prepared for us consisted of design
work in the office, construction site visits, visits to completed
buildings and temples designed by Takenaka and an acoustic
design lecture. In spite of their busy schedule, the staff

fold when we looked at the many people busily moving
around the lobby. However, the human resource department
staff were very hospitable and made us feel comfortable

paid close attention to us and involved us in their office
project discussions. They looked into each and every aspect,
regarding food, transport, translation of discussions and

as they introduced us to the company and its policies. The
orientation by the human resource team helped us understand
the 400-year history of Takenaka, its progress and its current
position in the globalised world. What struck me first during

lectures. Even in this short period, we were made to feel like
we were part of their team.

the introduction was the attitude towards the working hours.
We were informed that the office commences work at 8:30

For our design assignments, Zhao Yating was given a task
to design the facade for a building and, using sketches and 3D
modelling, create perspective views and hand made models of
the design.

a.m., but we should be at the office no later than 8:20 a.m.
Looking at the expression of surprise on my face, the staff
told us that around 10 minutes are used for switching on the
computers, preparing files and documents etc. before starting
work, hence employees should be at their desk by 8:20 a.m.
The following day, we arrived at the office earlier than 8:20
a.m. and were surprised to see that all desks were already
filled!
There was a monthly meeting scheduled on our first day,
where each team would present their projects and share
new information to the whole organisation. Introducing the
new employees was another important part of the meet,
and included an introduction by Zhao Yating and I to the
whole organisation. I felt the meeting was very important for

Design proposal by Zhao Yating

On my first day my mentor was very thoughtful and
considerate to ask me what I wanted to learn. To improve my
computer-aided design skills, I worked with applications that
I was unfamiliar with by assisting the team on two of their
current projects. They gave us part of the project to work with
independently with constant guidance and even involved us in

following the office processes and increase efficiency in a
workplace, which had 600 people working in the design team
alone.

the design meetings.

Zhao Yating and I were assigned to two different divisions,
hence our schedule and assignments were different. The
design team helped us understand the workings of the office
and the process and workflow for their projects. It was very
impressive to see an office with numerous large scale projects
do work of high quality, attending to every project with

Design proposal by
Ashlon Lionel Frank

utmost care. A large section of the office was dedicated to
model making, with architects and students carefully making
handmade study models of different scales for every project.
It was fascinating for me to watch them make models with
materials and tools that I had never seen before.
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Building visits and ongoing construction site visits were an
important part of our schedule.

6 We also visited Horyuji temple and Yakushiji temple in
Nara, parts of which were designed by our host company.

1 We visited the construction site of the National Cerebral
and Cardiovascular Center and learnt about infrastructure
and facility planning during construction, and earthquake
resistance technology.
2 We attended a lecture in the Acoustic Design Room, an
in-house facility at Takenaka, which analyses the design of
acoustics facilities scientifically with the help of computer
applications.

Running between subway stations, crunching just enough
time to have meals, adhering to everyday deadlines to finish
work and go back to our friends (who had become family), all
these experiences made us feel like we were a part of Japan,
living an everyday life. This developed a strong friendship
between the trainees, ourselves and the architects at Takenaka.
The staff at Takenaka were very kind and hospitable and
would take me to a different restaurant every day to make
me try all kinds of different food in Osaka. We discussed our
differences and appreciated each other’s culture and lifestyle.
They were very intrigued to know more about India and these
conversations created strong connections and friendship.

3 We visited the Kansai University of Health Sciences
construction site to understand the use of BIM (Building
Information Modeling) in construction and the use of
SOLIBRI software.
4 We visited the Takenaka Carpentry Tools Museum, which

The training period at
Ta k e n a k a C o r p o r a t i o n
was short, busy and

was built with the objective of collecting and conserving
disappearing tools as cultural heritage and pass the knowledge
to the next generation. The museum also displayed drawings
of master builders and carpenters of the old temples and

very fruitful. Apart from
gaining knowledge about
architecture and construction
technology, we learned about

shrines. The complicated joinery details that were displayed
could be tried out with our hands to better understand the

the processes that make
large-scale projects and

physics behind them. There were scaled models of the roofing
systems of the Golden Hall of Toshodaiji temple and a model
of the exposed structural skeleton of a tea house. I was very
intrigued by the intricate and complex details in the simple-

efficient work flow possible,
and noticed the value of
discipline and ethics in the
work culture. These are the lessons that I will take back with

looking tea house.

me to make myself a better professional and I will be forever
grateful to Takenaka Corporation for this great opportunity.

5

We visited the Kobe Theological Seminary, where we

attended a lecture about the environmentally sustainable
approach to its architecture.
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Company Training : Daiwa House Industry
Paveena Siriwatchaiporn (Thailand)
“Endless Heart” is the Daiwa House Industry logo, inspired
by the founder Ishibashi Nobuo. He developed prefabricated
houses to solve many problems in Japan at the time and

On the first day, we learned about the history, philosophy,
national and overseas business operations of Daiwa House
Industry. We had a lecture about the Osaka head office
building, including its environmental concerns and eco-

improve the lifestyle of the Japanese people. For example,
after World War II, he had an inspiration about prefabricated
housing when he noticed that a lot of Japanese children didn’t

systems, and we discussed site visit plans for the coming days.

have a private space which was the reason why they did not
want to go back home. In response, he created the Midget
House, the first Japanese prefabricated house that could easily
be erected in only three hours and could also serve as a study
room. This is an embodiment of the spirit of the Daiwa House
Industry's business. Furthermore, Daiwa House Industry
provides temporary prefabricated houses to disaster victims.

On the second day, we had very interesting lectures about
detached house designs and apartment building designs in the
morning. In the afternoon, we were able to study and practice
PITT: Presentation Information Technology Tools. Using
Daiwa House Industry's own customer presentation software,
including 3D simulation and 2D drawing based on Daiwa
House’s prefabrication system and materials, we created our
own house designs. Daiwa specialists helped us complete the
project and gave us our house drawings at the ceremony on

Ishibashi Nobuo was not only concerned about his own
business, but also how to provide better quality housing
for everyone. This idea has been transmitted to the entire
company. Every staff member at Daiwa House Industry
contributes to their company’s effort to help others with the

the last day.

same conviction and big heart.

On the wonderful third day, we were introduced to the
Daiwa House Industry robotics business that develops

Cuales Janfour Olboc from the Philippines and I joined the
ten-day company training with Daiwa House Industry. It was

products for the aging Japanese society. For example, Paro,
a therapeutic robot for senior and child patients in healthcare

a great opportunity to study Ishibashi Nobuo’s philosophy
and the Daiwa business and gain invaluable knowledge at the

that resembles a seal, HAL for care support, an exoskeleton
that provides back and leg support for healthcare assistants,
and Senior Pose, an aging and hemiplegia simulation
kit for people who want to experience the disabilities of

Osaka head office, Nara Laboratory, and Nara Factory. I also
want to express my thanks to the Kansai Mini Wings volunteer
interpreters for their help and support throughout the program.

senior people. Moreover we received many ideas about
environmental projects. Everyone living in the world is
affected by environmental problems and we should work
to solve them together. Daiwa House Industry presented us
their mission, which is bigger than the housing business and
includes a big-picture view of the future of society.
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We also went on site visits to many Daiwa House Industry
projects, such as the Hannan Sky Town residential estate
revitalization project, the Osaka Marubiru Building in Umeda,
a greenery project, the Foleo Otsu Ichiriyama shopping
mall and the Premist Otsu Condominium Gallery in Shiga
Prefecture. We had the great privilege of visiting many
interesting architectural sites such as the Hyogo Prefectural
Museum of Art designed by Ando Tadao, Osaka Castle,
a significant highlight in Osaka history, and Umeda Sky

In Nara Prefecture, we had the rare opportunity to study
with expert researchers and technical staff at the Daiwa
House Central Research Laboratory and Nara Factory. We

Building, where we had a bird’s eye view of Osaka city.

started with a visit to D’ Museum and Techno Gallery, which
present housing solutions for various local climates around the
world. Daiwa House Industry applies these to develop their
prefabricated housing.
We studied the prefabricated house development process in
the Techno Gallery, and Daiwa building technologies from the
company’s founding period to the most recent technologies,
such as insulation glass, insulation flooring, special structures
for earthquake protection and sound protection techniques.
In a lecture series, we studied technology for prefabricated
housing, commercial construction and smart house system
technology, knowledge to support self-sufficient smart living,
and performance evaluation of industrialized construction.

During this program, I caught a glimpse of the secret to the
success of Daiwa House Industry. Their success comes not
from luck but from hard work. They do not stop evolving, and
their business is based on the intention to not only provide
houses but also provide the best lifestyle for Japanese people,
including safety, technology and a healthy environment. I
hope to be able to apply these lessons to my own life.
Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to everyone
who made this great opportunity possible, including all staff
at Daiwa House Industry. They have not only taught me to be
a good architect, but changed my view of the world through
architecture, housing development and business. I will do my
best to pass my knowledge on to other people, just as Ishibashi
Nobuo did for us.

We visited the prefabricated housing factory in Nara,
my first time to visit such a place, and experienced the
prefabricated housing process and Japanese factory standards
combining cutting edge technology and human skill. On the
last day at the Nara Laboratory, we visited the Nobuo Ishibashi
Museum to learn about his experiences and his working
philosophy. After that, we saw the D-room PLAZA, where all
types of Daiwa rental buildings are exhibited.
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Ando Study Tour and Courtesy Visit to Ando Tadao
Cuales Janfour Olboc (Philippines)
interior spaces. It was here that
I experienced one of the most

”Tadao Ando, a master of light and concrete”. This was the
description that I knew from university textbooks and articles.
Little did I know that during the Ando program, I would

intriguing spaces of the trip. Our
ears were suddenly bombarded
with the intense sound of falling

discover a world entirely new to me.

water! There were waterfalls
on two sides and the sound was
intensified by the large concrete

Ando Study Tour
Our first encounter with Ando Tadao's works was in the
Chikatsu Asuka Museum, located in the forested valley of
Minamikawachi-gun, Osaka Prefecture, the site of numerous

walls. There was something
about the overwhelming sound
of water that deeply moved me.

ancient burial mounds, or kofun on September 23. Upon
arriving, we were immediately greeted by a long concrete

It felt like a massage for the soul! It is almost impossible to
find waterfalls of this arrangement in nature, but the effect
it has on a person feels so natural, and goes so deep. I began
to wonder, how could an architect conjure up these kinds of

wall that leads to the main structure.The full view of the
vast stair plaza is subtly hidden from the arrival area, and we
felt excitement and anticipation to see the whole structure.
The light breeze, the soft sun and the sensation of smooth
concrete, made a calm and intriguing atmosphere for us to
venture into. As we entered the stair plaza, it was a completely
different space. The scale of the structure was enormous but
not dominating. We then wandered around it before passing
through a very intriguing corridor that sliced through the
plaza and led to the main entrance. The museum interior had
a different, darker atmosphere and had a different sequence of
spaces too. The central exhibit space showing a large diorama
was intriguing and beautiful but we had to pass by a winding
corridor with small exhibitions to
go to the main space. You would

spaces? To design for spaces that influence the human soul is
the work of an extraordinary mind. After the intense shower
of sound, we proceeded to a courtyard that showered us with
light. It was an extraordinary experience.
The third Ando building we went
to was the Shiba Ryotaro Museum in
Higashiosaka city. Shiba Ryotaro was
a respected Japanese author known
for his historical novels. The museum
was built adjacent to his home. To
enter the museum, one must pass
through a narrow passage enveloped
with plants and small trees. The
journey to the entrance feels like

constantly feel excited to go to the
main exhibit but the journey made
it more rewarding. It was then I
realized that Ando sensei knows

exploring a forest passage with no
clear view of the next path. As we went further through the

very well how to influence human
emotions through the sequence of

path, a mild silhouette of steel and concrete slowly emerged
from the thicket. The transition from a wild, green passage
to a serene concrete corridor was calming. Upon entering the
building, a beautiful triple-height library emerged from the

spaces! I had never experienced
this type of mastery before.

calm sequence of spaces and awed the visitors! The exhibition
library is already beautiful on its own, but the sequence of
spaces and the emotions they conjure emphasize the beauty

The second building we visited was the Sayamaike
Museum, located in Osakasayama city. It is adjacent to the
Sayama pond, a reservoir constructed in the seventh century.
Upon approaching the building, we passed by a pathway that

even more.

had low plants obstructing the entire view. It had a similar
effect to the slicing corridor at the Chikatsu Asuka Museum.
By getting rid of the view outside, we became focused on the

You can see these sequences of spaces in Ando Tadao’s
works. He displays a mastery of the interplay of space, light
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and darkness that affects the emotions of the visitors. In a
recent documentary titled “From Emptiness to Infinity”, Ando

After we introduced ourselves and the countries we came
from, he gave us a lot of advice on being an architect. For
him, it is important to study society, art, the environment and

sensei said “what is vital is when people enter a building,
they should become so exicted that their hearts pound, making
them happy to feel alive.” This sensibility to human emotions

history to be an architect. One must also study 20th century
architecture and its figures like Le Corbusier. According to
Ando sensei, if you don’t possess this kind of knowledge, you

is entirely new to me as an Architect and will forever change
me as a designer. Experiencing the spaces that have the ability
to move me, I am left in awe. It is an entirely new frontier for

do not have a strong foundation to create architecture.
While holding a paper globe, Ando sensei told us to know

me and I am so thankful to have experienced these types of
spaces.

where we are in the world. We must deeply comprehend
that we are living on this earth and that we must know what
condition it is in. He expressed concern about the environment
and the rapidly growing population of the world. As architects,

Courtesy Visit to Ando Tadao

we must be constantly aware of such things, he remarked.
He also expressed concern about the problems brought on
by the decreasing population in Japan and how these affect
the demand for architecture in the country. There are housing
issues in Asia too, affecting the architecture profession in
the region, and we must be aware of them. He constantly
reminded us to know about the world and the situation it is in.
We should own our own globe, he said.

On October 13, we had the rarest opportunity to meet and
have a conversation with Ando Tadao. His office had multiple
levels and a compact arrangement. Large architectural models
and artworks hung from the concrete walls and office staff
each had an isolated working area. There was a feeling of
awe and excitement among the trainees as we ventured into
his office. We could then hear Ando sensei’s voice from
a distance, a voice we had only heard in documentaries
and architecture interviews, as we slowly approached the
discussion area to finally meet him.

At this point, I was so amazed about how this great architect
had such a vast knowledge about economics, history, culture
and current affairs in the world. He then showed us drawings
of some on-going projects in different parts of Asia and
Europe.

As Ando sensei started the discussion, he was still in the
process of signing autographs for an ongoing architecture
exhibit in Tokyo. We just sat there in awe listening to him and
seeing that he was doing multiple things at once. The office
staff were always on their toes for any instructions coming

The topic then moved to the importance of using less energy
in buildings, and how the comfort levels inside buildings

from Ando sensei. It was amazing to observe the dedication of
his team.

affect the occupants and their bodies. He strongly stated that if
the building is too comfortable, people become weak.
During the hour-long discussion, I could not help but
constantly feel an enormous amount of gratitude to Ando
sensei. It was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for us to learn
personally from him. The study tours in the previous days
were also instrumental in giving us a grasp of his ideals
and values as an architect. The advice he gave and what he
taught us through his works and words will become a huge
inspiration and guide on our ongoing journey as architects. He
gave us priceless gifts, wisdom and experience.
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Awaji Island and Naoshima Tour
Koes Woelandari Sisjatiningrum (Indonesia)
Awaji Island
On September 27 we crossed the Akashi Kaikyo Bridge
from Kobe to Awaji Island. We stopped at Awaji service area
on the way to enjoy a beautiful scenic view. Accompanied
by staff from Tadao Ando Architect & Associates, we visited
Honpukuji temple and Awaji Yumebutai on Awaji Island.
1 Honpukuji Temple
Entering the Water Temple Honpukuji, we were met by
a concrete barrier. Turning the corner, a bright white space
opened up, covered in gravel, and leading to a long winding
path, reminiscent of Kyoto’s Ginkakuji temple flanked by
green bushes and trees. Behind the concrete wall, we found
an oval pond of lotus flowers, a symbol of heaven, enclosed
in thin concrete. A staircase in the middle of the pond led us
downstairs, where I felt immersed in the harmonization of
nature and architecture.

2 Awaji Yumebutai
The Awaji Yumebutai was designed by Ando Tadao
and built after the 1995 Great Hanshin Awaji Earthquake.
Although it rained all day, this did not diminish our
enthusiasm for learning, and exploring Ando's design. We
could appreciate the rich natural environment up close, the
circular rooftop courtyard surrounded by Awaji tiles, the
Observation Terrace, the Oval Forum and Circular Forum,
the Marine Chapel, the Hillside Galleries, the Seaside Garden
and the Open-air Theater. Walking around the complex was
almost like being inside a labyrinth. It stimulated our sense of
adventure.

There were two sides to the underground space, a place
of worship on one side, and a Japanese-style room on the
other. In the place of worship, we felt the real power of Ando
Tadao's design, allowing sunlight to enter behind the altar

There was a water feature with flowing water, its bottom
paved with one million scallop shells. The scallops looked
beautiful when the surface reflected the sunlight.

through a red wooden lattice grille, giving harmonization to
the room with beautiful color gradation.

Yumebutai means “a stage for dreams”; the name refers
to the aim of restoring the ecology of the island, whose soil
had been partly removed for land reclamation in places like

On the other side, there was a Japanese-style room covered
in tatami mats. The view of the surrounding nature from the
interior of the room was an unforgettable experience.

Kansai International Airport. The Hyakudan'en (“hundred
stepped garden”) was one of the most distinctive places in
the complex. It is a group of one hundred flowerbeds on
an incline, arranged in grids spread over several levels. We
stayed at the Westin Awaji, in large rooms, with Japanesestyle interiors and beautiful views.
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Naoshima

3 Benesse House Museum

The next day, September 28, we went to Naoshima
in Kagawa Prefecture. Just like Awaji Island, we visited
Naoshima for just one day, but, blessed by great weather,

The Benesse House Museum is a modern art museum and
resort hotel built on a hill overlooking the Seto Inland Sea.
This museum displays many works of art that were inspired

we had a wonderful time. We took a bus from Awaji Island
to Uno Port, then the ferry from Uno Port to Miyaura Port
on Naoshima. Naoshima is an island on the Seto Inland Sea

by the natural surroundings of Naoshima. The place is a
paradise for artists working with and exploring nature. In
this museum, we enjoyed a range of sensations from art and

that is famous for its modern art museums, architecture and
sculptures.

nature. Lying on a rock looking at the blue sky and looking
down at the blue of the ocean we had a great experience
which will not be forgotten.

1 ANDO MUSEUM
The ANDO MUSEUM is housed in a 100 year-old
traditional refurbished wooden residence in Honmura that
opened in 2013. The building, which blends in with other
traditional houses that surround it, has a beautiful relief on
its outer fence that tells about the natural environment on
the island. Inside we could feel the amazing sensation of the
blend of past and present
presented by Ando
Tadao's combination of
wood and concrete. This
sensation was increased
dramatically by the
sunlight entering between

These two days were an unforgettable experience for
me. Awaji Island and Naoshima are havens of modern art
and architecture. They are must-see places for young artists

the cracks of the roof,
and was a very exciting
discovery for me.

and architects, who wish to be inspired by their abundant
creativity. We are grateful for this lucky opportunity.

2 Chichu Art Museum
The Chichu Art Museum was built in 2004 by Ando Tadao.
Although chichu means “underground”, we did not feel this,
because this building lets natural sunlight inside. When I
entered this museum, I felt lost in the world of the future.
We enjoyed seeing many works of art, with exceptional light
quality, such as I never experienced before. Ando successfully
designed the perfect balance of space, light, color, and
proportion, which made the experience unforgettable.
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Architecture Workshop at Kindai University
Felicia Devina (Indonesia)
Kindai University, one of Western Japan’s most prominent
universities, was host to an architecture workshop held
between students from various faculties and the eight
trainees. On September 29 we visited the main campus in
Higashiosaka. A massive red brick structure at the end of the
main road led us into the university entrance area.
The workshop started with a welcome speech from
student representatives and a general introduction to Kindai
University. Afterwards, students from the Department of

The tour continued with visits to other faculties and closed
with lunch break. We really enjoyed the walk and getting to
know the friendly students from the Department of English

English Multicultural Communication at the Faculty of
Literature, Arts and Cultural Studies gathered all of us for a
tour around the campus.

Multicultural Communication who happily talked to us and
answered our questions.
The second session in the afternoon was held at the
Academic Theatre with graduate students from the Faculty
of Architecture. One English Multicultural Communication
student was paired with each trainee to support them in
translation. In this session, we presented our own design on
the theme of Global Micro Public Space.

Among the total of six campuses in various cities across
Japan, Higashiosaka Campus is the main campus. It houses
nine faculties, with each of them located in separate buildings
around the vast compound. Our tour started with a visit to the
Academic Theatre, a series of interconnected spaces with a
library, cafe, and teacher’s lounge.
Walking towards the northern side of the main gate, we
went inside a box-shaped building with a criss-cross facade. It
is called the E3 ［e-cube］, the three Es standing for “English”,
“Enjoyment” and “Education”. Everyone inside this building
has to speak English and no Japanese words are allowed. The
spacious interior contains a cafe, bookshelves, seats and tables
to accomodate various events, such as quizzes and even a
Christmas party. We thought it was a very interesting platform
for university students to get exposure to global information

Based on the concept of Micro Public Space by Atelier
Bow-Wow, we developed a small architectural unit that would
stimulate cross-cultural communication for the imaginary
“First Kindai International Book Festival”, located along
the shopping street that links Nagase Station and Kindai
University. The concept combines associations with history,
culture, environment, climatic condition, and most importantly

and communication.

the behaviour of people, in a communal space that promotes
communication.
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Based on the trainees’ national backgrounds and
perceptions about their own Micro Public Space, the trainees
presented eight different prototype concepts. Next, it was the
Kindai graduate architecture students’ turn. We learnt that
the culture of Japan and each student’ s individual concept of
Micro Public Space resulted in a unique design, regardless of
the fact that the site and situations were the same for all. Each
person presented an individual concept, revealing to us that
there is no boundary for creativity in architectural design.
Before the closing of the workshop, we were divided
into small teams and tasked to go to the designated location
of our Global Micro Public Space. Stretching from east to

It was a very well-organized and fruitful one-day
architectural workshop. The Micro Public Space designs

west between Nagase Station and Kindai University was a
web of small streets and alleys connected to the main access
road. In the surrounding vicinity were residential houses and
commercial spaces, which provided plenty of possibilities to
find more Micro Public Spaces.

by eight trainees from different countries reflected wide
variations in our local culture, perspectives, and architectural
backgrounds. The Japanese graduate Architecture students
showed us their perception of the spirit of Japan acquired in
their daily life and activities.

Each team consisted of six people, two trainees, two
graduate Architecture students and two English students. As
we searched for spots to take photos, everyone interacted with
each other and worked to attain one goal together. I think
it was a very good way to not only learn about architecture
but also make new acquaintances and friends from different
backgrounds. When the time was up, we returned and posted
our findings on a SNS group page created especially for the
workshop.

The workshop equipped us with new perspectives not only
through architecture, but also through opportunities of getting
to know people from different backgrounds. It also provided
communication platforms for cultural exchange between
the trainees and Kindai students. Furthermore, we learned
to incorporate different perceptions of human behavior, site
conditions and contexts into a well-designed architectural
concept. We shared and exchanged ideas throughout,
expanding each our own architectural skills. In a short time
we had the chance to form friendships across various nations
and connect to each other.

At the end of the workshop, Professor Horiguchi from
the Faculty of Architecture shared some insights regarding
our activities that day and gave a short architectural
lecture, followed by the announcement of the four winning
participants, who tied for first prize after a vote.
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Discussion Program and Kyoto Study Tour
Zhao Yating (China)
Discussion Program

The trainee from the Philippines, Cuales Janfour Olboc,
argued that nature itself holds the solution to sustainability.
He showed us traditional Filipino houses, and explained the

The discussion program, run by the architect Guenter
Nitschke and his assistant, Esther Tsoi, took place in Kyoto, a
city overflowing with beauty, on October 6. Guenter Nitschke,

complex techniques used to construct them.

the Director of the Institute for East Asian Architecture and
Urbanism, gave a lecture on the differences between the
Western and Japanese understanding of architecture and the

Rubaiya Nasrin from Bangladesh spoke about the
importance of the courtyard as a part of traditional housing in
Bangladesh, using her grandmother’s house as an example.

environment, steeped in his deep understanding of Japanese
architecture and culture. His presentation “Rock Flower”
touched me deeply. It was full of unique insights, which

Felicia Devina from Indonesia followed with a theme
that echoed the Thai presentation, involving the use and reuse of locally available resources to increase the material
sustainability of the location and psychological resilience of

Mr Nitschke had gained after coming to Japan, about the
relationship between nature and architecture, rooted in the
Shinto belief system. Mr Nitschke, the author of the book
“From Shinto to Ando”, also spoke about Ando Tadao’s
relationship with architecture and nature, and what impressed
me a lot was the respectful and humble way in which
Japanese people treat nature.

the residents.
Koes Woelandari Sisjatiningrum from Indonesia, in
a similar way to Mr Cuales from the Philippines, also
introduced traditional houses from her home country,
including the traditional mbaru niang.

We, the trainees, gave presentations on the topic “Renewal
and Preservation in a Sustainable Global Environment”.

The Vietnamese trainee, Le Xuan Nghia, introduced
practical solutions to prevent damage from flood in Hoi An
ancient town in a talk that was selected by Guenter Nitschke
for first prize.

Ashlon Lionel Frank, the trainee from India, gave the
first presentation, about Indian architectural history, and
introduced alternative practices that employ environmentally
responsible, energy-efficient materials.

Each presentation made me feel that the renewal and
preservation of spaces and buildings can present solutions to
many environmental and social problems. We need to predict

I was next, with
a presentation on
urban renewal and

the unknown future and tackle a great variety of contemporary
problems. I was deeply impressed that despite coming from

preservation projects
in China, with two

different countries, we all felt the need for environmental
preservation and urban revival. It gave me renewed energy to
devote my efforts to these issues.

fundamentally different
approaches, one “top down”, under government leadership,
the other “bottom up”, growing from community engagement.

(Please
refer to Ⅲ
Discussion
Program
Reports for

Paveena Siriwatchaiporn from Thailand gave us an
example how existing buildings can be used to their full
potential through building conservation. She presented the
view that renewal does not just involve a building, but the
preservation of the whole community. She showed us a video
of a project that provided homes to homeless people using

the details.)

skills, materials and people from the local area.
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Kyoto Study Tour
The next day’s study tour (October 7) was like listening to
a conversation between buildings and nature. We first visited
Entsuji temple, famous for its borrowed scenery. When
we passed through the corridor, the main garden appeared
suddenly, offering an idealized representation of nature to
the viewer. The moss, stone, shrub, bamboo, trees and the

have in common is effective use of space. You never know if
there are some other rooms or open spaces around the corner

mountain in the background created an incredible view.
The different
c o l o r s ,
heights and

when you walk around the house.
There was a tea room near the garden of Shiorian. Esther

dimensions,
combined into

Tsoi showed us the Japanese custom of tea in great detail.
There is a small door in the tea room, which only allows
one person at a time in kneeling position to enter from the

a harmonious
landscape.

garden. This design feature of the tea room instills a humble
attitude in its guests. The room is closely connected with
the garden and the boundary
between exterior and interior
space is blurred. When you open
the sliding door, the outside and
inside connect both in spatial and
visual terms. The harmonious
relationship reflects the flexible
feature of Japanese buildings
and the pursuit not of eternal

Time plays a crucial role among all these elements. Time
makes everything grow and die, and this kind of change also
brings magical power. The Japanese people’s respect towards
nature is based on the belief that man is a part of nature. The
landscape in the garden is not only a collection of physical
objects, but also an ideal world of spiritual sustenance in
the Buddhist mentality, showing the vast natural world and
inner world of philosophy. The professor told us a story to
demonstrate Japanese people’s attitude towards architecture
and landscape:

durability, but a dynamic and
variable state. The construction of the house is kept simple,
without bright colors and intricate decoration. Wood, easily
destroyed and rebuilt, is widely used as building material.
All of these details in traditional Japanese houses convey a

An old temple had a particularly beautiful tree in the
garden. People came to see it and it became a symbol of the
temple. One day, lightning struck the temple, and the tree
was destroyed. What was interesting was that, instead of
planting a new tree, the head priest closed the temple. In a

unique aesthetic view of nature and architecture.

demonstration of the respect for what nature provides, the
temple without that tree was no longer worth preserving.
This kind of thought imperceptibly affects daily life in

Kyoto, full of traditional houses and temples combined
with modern culture, impressed us a lot. Through the study
tour, I experienced the charm of a foreign culture. The

Japan.

philosophical influences on architecture and landscape,
which can also be seen in modern Japanese architecture, were
deeply inspiring. Although time goes by and things disappear,

Next, we visited Mumeisha and Shiorian, both traditional
houses that are preserved in their traditional form and have
become cultural heritage sites. Shiorian also operates as a
shop that sells and exhibits kimono and juban. Each house

this spirit still remains.

has its own spatial form with different function, but what they
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Ⅲ

Discussion Program Reports

These discussion program reports, submitted by the trainees, are summaries of the reports presented at the Discussion Program on
October 6, supervised by architect Guenter Nitschke on the topic of “Renewal and Preservation in a Sustainable Global Environment.”

“Rock Flower”
Coordinator/ Architect Guenter Nitschke
Guenter Nitschke closed the Discussion Program with a lecture related to the day’s theme of renewal and preservation. He spoke of two
opposing approaches to representing the sacred, one aiming at permanence, one embracing transience. The following is a summary.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If we look at human history, we can see everywhere and at all times attempts to represent the
sacred in human artifacts. There are two main approaches to do this. The first is, the “way of the
rock”, which uses the most durable material available at any particular place to create something
that will withstand time. Rocks are mostly used in humanity’s struggle with earthly evanescence,
and this has resulted in colossal monuments, such as the pyramids, the Parthenon in Athens, and
many giant Buddha statues.
However, in many places in Japan even today, a different practice, the “way of the flower”, can be observed, which can also
be found in Nepal and Bali. An important part of this approach is that the worship includes the actual complete destruction of the
object of worship. In addition, this approach creates sacred objects out of the most transient materials, such as flowers, grass and
bamboo, worshiped temporarily, and then taken apart, burnt or left to the elements. Here are just a few examples.
In a small village, Yoshikawa, in Okayama Prefecture, the annual autumn festival involves the building
of a primeval bamboo hut (pictured), in which deities are invited to reside in order to attract a good harvest.
At the end of the ceremony, the objects are smashed and their parts hung in trees to rot.
At a particular shrine in Nara City in Nara Prefecture, lilies from the surrounding countryside are the
symbol of the deity. In an exuberant festival, the shrine district smells of flowers for a day, after which the
flowers are given away or destroyed.
In Omihachiman, a small city on Lake Biwa in Shiga Prefecture, the community gathers once a year to construct very
impressive pillars, mostly of bamboo and straw. Their deities are invited to reside in them and given presents, and in the evening,
they are burned among lots of merry-making.
Most religions use the rock to create monuments built to outlast time, even though they will crumble one day. Their demise is
only slowed, but cannot be prevented. The way of the flower acknowledges the impermanence of things and does not give time an
opportunity to leave its imprint on the objects of worship.
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Renewal and Preservation in a Sustainable Global Environment :
Case of India
Ashlon Lionel Frank (India)
Wall House, Auroville
（Architect: Anupama Kundoo）

Throughout history, architecture in India followed and
responded to a series of social, economic and political
events giving rise to rich and diverse building traditions and
craftsmanship. The traditional and vernacular architecture

The architect of this building understands the global
resource crunch and rapid urban migration, and shows
consideration by balancing high tech and low tech,

thus developed was dictated by adapting to a climate of
scarce resources, socio-cultural norms, availability of local
craftsmanship and materials, leading to understanding of
a sustainable way of living. Globalization in the modern
sense came into existence after the Second World War. It
was during this time that India gained independence and the

incorporating new ways of using age-old materials, by
combining local skills and craftsmen with knowledge of new
engineering and scientific systems.

country busied itself with the project of forging a national
identity. The real impact of globalization was felt in the early
1990s, with the liberalization of the economy, making India
one of the largest emerging economies. After more than 25
years of liberalization, there is both euphoria and trepidation
at the predictions of rapid and sustained economic growth.
As a response to the economic engines of transnational
trade and finance, we have entered a phase of migration and
urbanization unprecedented both in scale and impact. There
is a tug-of-war between development and environment. In
order to counterweigh the negative social and environmental
consequences of globalization, there emerged a few alternative
architecture practices that were profoundly responsive to
climate and usage of material, that embodied low consumption
of energy and converted social assets to financial ones through
the use of local labor and local materials. These practices
signpost the potential for sustainable design in the globalized

Development Alternatives World Headquarters
（Architect: Ashok B Lal）
This building illustrates seldom-seen yet reasonable ways of
reducing embodied energy in buildings, equitably distributing
wealth through the construction project, updating vernacular
materials and forms, and curtailing energy consumption and
CO2 emissions. The client and the architects jointly sought
alternative means of achieving these aims.

Indian context.
Khamir Craft Resource Center, Kutch
(Architect: Prof. Neelkanth Chhaya)
The Khamir Crafts Resource Centre demonstrates the
relevance of and need for traditional building practices by
developing a new language rooted
in culture, identity and context. The
building is constructed by looking
back at the past, based on the need of
the present, while offering a preview
of the future. The architecture is
modern, sustainable, utilitarian, and
pragmatic, encompassing all that
matters.
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Renewal and Preservation in a Sustainable Global Environment :
Case of China
Zhao Yating (China)

In China, urban areas are developing rapidly, so the original
function and capacity of many buildings cannot meet the
needs of the modern populace. This situation leads to large-

preservation. For me, the principle of urban renewal is to
enable the project to adapt to the complex needs of the present
and take potential needs in the future into account.

scale demolition and construction. Some of the traditional
architecture and historic conservation sites have also been
damaged. This kind of demolition and construction is no

The second project
is a great example

longer suitable, and protecting and renewing these sites
has become a priority in modern society. Environmental
improvement, function promotion, respect for history and
continuation of urban planning have become core concepts in

of this practice, the
transformation of
Wu h a n w i r e l e s s
power plant, a

mainstream culture.

tridimensional
renewal project using multiple layers to create a “sky-town”.

There cannot be only one approach to the renewal and
preservation of a sustainable global environment. One good
method of urban preservation is a “top-down” approach. It
is a systematic and experimental planning practice, which is
led by the government and experts, and assisted by public
participation. The other opposite practice is called “bottomup”. The revitalization is promoted by micro-renovation and
creative space. The public take the lead instead, and cooperate
with the government and private enterprises. Therefore, it
always works incrementally in small scale. Through these
different levels and types, organic growth and sustainable
urban renewal and protection have been carried out for a long
time.

The first floor is used as a parking space to solve the problem
of parking difficulties. And the open-plan layout and staggered
corridors of each floor make the space more effective and
interesting.

This report discusses the above-mentioned two modes,

The last example is a little different for its location, the
rural region, named China Meishan Cultural Park. The rural
areas in the middle and western regions of China are relatively
remote and undeveloped. They retain enormous potential
for development. The beginning was made by individuals
but it ended up as a public project.
As the development progressed,
positive effects began to emerge. New
resources were gathered to support
the construction. It has been ten years

introducing three projects with different approaches and
practices to renewal and preservation. They are looked at from
three perspectives: the utilization of underground space, urban
tridimensional space and the protection of rural traditional

since the beginning and is still going
on. With the increasing scale, the
function is becoming more and more
complicated. The park is beginning

architecture. All of them are connected with my work, some
of them I have participated in for a long time.

to exert a positive influence on the
life and productive way of the local
people, including economic benefits.

The first example is the concept design of the
underground space of Lujiazui central green space, inspired
by the traditional Chinese garden, with consideration of

In practice, many problems still remain to be solved in all
three projects. But the common question is about the real

sustainability, which is important throughout the whole city.
The government and private enterprises wanted to improve
the space’s capacity and keep green space at the same time.

significance of renewal and preservation and how to activate
the region. In time, these and many other challenges will be
overcome.

We translated the single functional place to a diverse and
creative community. Such kind of work is becoming common
now. This means people pay more attention to renewal and
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Building Reuse
Paveena Siriwatchaiporn (Thailand)
“Shelter” is one of four basic human needs. Human
beings have used many natural resources for material to

Tha Muang is an old community along the Mae Klong
river. There were three ports for boats hauling goods both
from Kanchanaburi and from Bangkok. A commercial district

build buildings. Sometimes, we built them just good enough
to live in, and sometimes the buildings are just high-price
commercial products for making large profits in the modern

was formed around the ports with a big market located next
to the port called Tha Lang. At the time, business there was
booming

world. The durability of construction material has had a
damaging impact on the environment. Nowadays we want
long-life shelters, and prefer concrete, steel, and plastic to

Later, in 1957, the main business area was moved to the
new main road Sang Choo Tow Road that was directly

timber, soil, or bamboo for building construction. The modern
construction materials need more energy to be transformed
from raw materials to end products.

connected to Baan Pong and the Kanchanaburi city center.
Furthermore the relocation of the water gate of the Mae Klong
River in 1964 resulted in inefficient and obsolete ports. The
physical changes of the district pulled the old community

However we cannot suddenly stop or totally resolve this
problem. One solution for reducing waste of resources is to
use existing buildings to their full potential through building
conservation. Moreover, the reuse of old buildings can also
help enhance the spirit of places. It can help keep places and
communities both physically and spiritually alive.

apart. Some local people moved out, and some sold their
houses. Then most of the buildings in this area were shut
down. However, some of the owners stayed, and their families
have taken very good care of their residences. In 2012, local
people in the community started talking to one another about
their own community again. Since then, a number of projects
have taken place in the Tha Muang Old Market community,
such as:
・“People that Love and Take Care of Tha Muang Old Market
Club”
・“Tha Muang Old Market Festival” every year since 2012
・Por Chiang House: Community Center Preservation Project
with the Arsom Silp Institute of the Arts, 2016-2017.
After gaining some experience in event organization and
cultural activity participation, the local people became aware
of the importance of their own place. Moreover, when the
community becomes stronger and more competent as a team,
the local government finds it easy to work with them. This
brings with it greater potential for sustainable living. Tha
Muang is an interesting case study that illustrates the power of

In Thailand, several old communities were largely
abandoned by the younger generation because of economic
problems. Some of them are communities along the river and
were significant in a local or regional context when waterways

the community and architectural conservation for prolonging
the lifetime of historical buildings and keeping a sense of
community in such places.

were the main routes for transportation. One such community
is the Tha Muang old market community in the Tha Muang
District, Kanchanaburi Province.

If we can extend the expiry date of buildings and their
communities, we can not only safeguard the environment, but
also reduce material production processes that slowly destroy
the world. To do so might indirectly help extend the life span
of human beings.
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Renewal and Preservation in a Sustainable Global Environment :
Case of the Philippines

Cuales Janfour Olboc (Philippines)

Ifugao House

Lowland House

While we struggle to provide sustainable solutions to our
environmental problems, truly sustainable technologies and
expertise already exist on our planet, technology that far

Ivatan Stone House

Today, tourism has thrived in the areas mentioned and
has helped the community to prosper. The adaptability of
the structures to their unique settings have enabled them
to withstand the test of time and the harsh elements. The

exceeds the state of scientific development of our time. We can
find these advanced technologies and construction methods
within nature. According to the biologist Janine Benyus,

use of indigenous materials also make it possible to repair
and replace damaged building parts with ease. As a further
testament to the adaptability of the structures, the lowland
types of houses are still being widely used today, mostly in
the rural areas. By using local materials and adhering to local
conditions, they are easy to construct, maintain and preserve.

nature has already spent 3.8 billion years on research and
development. From resource efficiency to recycling of energy,
nature has already mastered solutions to the sustainability
problems we are trying to solve. The various departments in
nature share, utilize, recycle energy and resources in ways that
far exceed destructive systems in our cities today. It is crucial
that we learn from these systems, integrate them and mimic
how natural systems perform.

Architecture in the Philippines
Most, if not all the buildings in large cities of the
Philippines rely heavily on concrete, steel and glass, which
are far from sustainable. Their methods of air conditioning
and energy use are also patterned from large cities abroad,
which are entirely different to our local climate. It is
therefore appropriate to look at the traditional architecture
of the Philippines, which is more integrated into the natural
environment and uses materials local to its site. The above

Renewal and Preservation
In the context of the large cities in our countries, an

pictures show some examples of traditional houses in the
Philippines from the mountain dwellings of the forests to the

systems for it to be sustainable. Traditional architecture has
respected the natural environment and integrated it in many
ways. I believe that cities and communities should learn from
the regenerative aspects of our natural ecosystems. We might

urban type of renewal and preservation must come as close
as possible to imitating and integrating with nature and its

northernmost islands that constantly face the harsh winds
from the Philippine Sea. These houses are built to adapt to
their unique climates and environments and are reflections of
the culture and the way of life of their occupants.

not yet be able to reach the level of efficiency of nature due to
our still developing technologies, but we should continue to
look up to the systems in nature as our models and guides for
development, constantly striving towards the ideal.
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Upholding the Use of Courtyards for Sustainable Environment
in the Housing Context of Bangladesh
Rubaiya Nasrin (Bangladesh)

In this era of urbanization, a locally evolved concept like
the ‘courtyard’ can create a great impact on the environment
of Bangladesh. It is a kind of enclosed open space which

Housing is not just about dwelling, it is also about
accommodating life events. Therefore it is very important
that people have a common space to gather, where
friendships are made, relationships are cherished and where

provides a breath of fresh air for people. Previously, the use
of courtyards was celebrated in day to day life, as an integral
part of housing.

stories begin. The courtyard is used differently in different
times of the day. Sometimes it is a play space for children,
sometimes it is a gathering space for women, sometimes a
prayer space and sometimes it becomes a working space as
well. On occasion, this is the space used to accommodate
large numbers of people to celebrate marriage, Eid, Puja or
any other festivals. The users are also different at different
times. Mostly, the courtyard is used by women and children
in the daytime and men use this space at night for meeting
or maybe just to relax. A courtyard not only serves these
purposes, but also works as a climatic device to give thermal
comfort. We must preserve this locally evolved idea,
regenerated according to our modern needs.

But due to urbanization, the need for open space is ignored
and more and more buildings are being constructed, even in
rural areas. People do not realize that their need for square
footage can be met while keeping the courtyard intact, which
would provide better ventilation and keep their privacy.
In this report, the role of the courtyard in the context of
Bangladesh will be discussed.
The word “sustainability” is often used in architecture,
however it should be noted that sustainability is not an end
point in itself. It is a philosophy, a set of values in action.
The philosophy of sustainability is integrated architecture
in which beauty, energy efficiency and environmental
responsiveness are equally calibrated. The courtyard is an
excellent example of sustainability in action as it acts like a
focal point for promoting this philosophy in the context of
housing.

Finally, to define courtyard in the context of Bangladesh,
the most appropriate words were said by Bangladeshi
Architect Jalal Ahmed: “The Bangladeshi courtyard is a
distinctive example of form and function of space achieved by
synthesizing culture, climate and nature.” Whether in rural
or urban environments, we must look for ways to preserve
and renew this design element in the housing context of

With global climate change and rapid urbanization, it is
high time to realize and revive the spatial and environmental
quality achieved through courtyards and preserve the social
events and stories happening around it.

Bangladesh in the name of a sustainable environment.
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Place-based Sustainability as an Identity of Architectural
Preservation in Indonesia
Felicia Devina (Indonesia)

Architecture plays a major role in achieving sustainability
and preserving identities in built environments, being very
much determined by its location and the circumstances

house of Javanese people, consisting of four main columns to
support layered beams in the middle where the upper pitched
roof bends into the lower extended one. The joints use a peg

under which it develops. Different countries have different
challenges and situations, which can only be effectively
addressed based on local contexts. The following case studies

system, which is easy to dismantle and re-install without
nails.

from Indonesia are examples of local architectural identity .

The project relies
heavily on the use of
recycled and local
materials. Library

Kampong Kali Code :
Community - Based Sustainable Redevelopment
Kampong Kali Code (pronounced
“cho-de”, meaning “river

bookshelves were
created from recycled

settlement”) is a squatter-type urban
village in the city of Yogyakarta, a
settlement that managed to raise itself
from sub-standard conditions into a
sustainable community. It uses local
materials (bricks, concrete blocks,
timber and bamboo), construction
and design focused on provisions of proper dwelling places,
communal meeting spaces, playgrounds and educational
spaces.

soft drink crates. Used
glass bottles are ‘embedded’ in the bathroom walls to serve as
hangers and allow natural lighting. Car windshields, obtained
from a wrecked cars collector located 500 metres from the
studio, substitute for glass walls. The office space is shaded
by plywood louvred windows, formerly used as concrete
mould during construction.

Architectural methods such as raised stilts, utilizing
the retention walls above an existing stormwater drain as
foundation base, use of locally sourced materials (such as
bamboo, clay tiles and corrugated metal sheets), lightweight

Conclusion
The case studies above show that usage of locally sourced
and recycled materials is very effective in achieving low
construction and labor costs. Structures raised on stilts are
part of vernacular adaptations to tropical climate and avoid
humidity, as the base is detached from the ground. The gap

and low-cost construction as well as low-cost maintenance
reflect ingenious vernacular adaptation to the tropical humid
climate in Indonesia. All technology, materials, labour and
professionals were of local origin. This project has attracted

allows ventilation that enhances thermal comfort inside the
building. Bamboo is a sustainable choice as it is locally
abundant, lightweight and durable. Lightweight construction
contributes to reduce structure, volume and strength

both local and international praise, and in 1992 it received
the Aga Khan Award for Architecture.

requirements, which will further reduce costs. This method
disproves common beliefs that sustainability costs more
than it is worth, which is one of the apparent challenges in
developing countries.

Akanoma Studio :
Fusion of Architectural and Cultural Preservation
Located at a rural countryside in West Java, this is first

Indonesia is a country with abundant natural resources, as

and foremost an architectural studio. Designed with the aim
to serve the community, the first storey is a publicly shared
village meeting space and library for children. Preserving

well as human resources and rich culture. Its local architecture
has evolved over time to meet the environmental, socioeconomic and sociocultural characteristics of the society, and

traditional architecture, the office space on the second storey
is constructed under a joglo structure, reused from an old
traditional Javanese house. Joglo is a type of vernacular

shows the potential to be a practical and efficient model for
place-based sustainability suited to local context.
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Rebuilding the Local Wisdom of Traditional Houses in Indonesia
Koes Woelandari Sisjatiningrum (Indonesia)
Indonesia has more than 34 types of traditional houses
from various ethnic groups in the archipelago. The traditional
house is an example of environmentally friendly architecture

The Recontruction of Mbaru Niang Traditional Houses
Through an organization called “Rumah Asuh”, Yori
Antar started the restoration and renovation of Mbaru Niang.

and sustainability principles in Indonesia. However, the
absence of data, records, books, or documentation on the
science of designing traditional houses in the present is a

As a pioneer project, Rumah Asuh oversees the process of
conservation and helps with funding. In 2010, two old houses
were demolished and rebuilt. In 2011, three new houses were

huge obstacle to preserving this tradition.

built. All the development process is done with the local
community. The process of building is documented so that
all citizens master the ability to build customary houses. Yori

Yori Antar is an Indonesian architect, who is very diligent
in exploring traditional architecture, documenting, and
rebuilding endangered traditional houses. In 2008, Yori Antar
visited Wae Rebo village in Flores, East Nusa Tenggara
for the first time. During his visit, Yori Antar initiated the

Antar restored Mbaru Niang to seven houses, and to date has
built nine Mbaru Niang houses.

reconstruction of traditional homes, which at that time began
to be damaged and were in danger of collapse, due to agerelated factors. He said that if we allow the extinction of
traditional houses to happen and do nothing, then he feels we
have committed professional sins as architects.

The purpose of Rumah Asuh is to preserve and save
indigenous houses in Indonesia. The Rumah Asuh project
is supported by donors / philanthropists, academics, the
Ministry of Education and Culture and local indigenous
people. The Rumah Asuh project is a process of learning and
regeneration of the science of building traditional houses for
future generations either orally through traditional teaching
by the elders to the next generation, or through scientific
writing by academics. The successful revitalization of
traditional houses of Mbaru Niang gives inspiration and
new spirit to the preservation and restoration movement for
traditional houses in Indonesia.

The Rumah Asuh project

Wae Rebo, a traditional village in Pocoroko Mountain,
Manggarai Regency, Flores
This village is located 1100 meters above sea level.
Kampung Wae Rebo forms a circle. The main house, called
Niang Gendang measures 15 meters in diameter and the same
in height, and is inhabited by eight families. Another house
called Niang Gena, measures 12 meters in diameter and the
same in height, and is inhabited by six families. Niang means
the center of customary government. After tens of years, there

The traditional house development occurs in a bottomup process through joint development by the people, which
in the Indonesian language is called “gotong royong”. The
revitalization of traditional houses in Indonesia is part of

were only four houses left behind from the first seven houses
that stood here.

Indonesia's reinvention process, and aims to rediscover the
roots of traditional Indonesian culture, which are beginning to
be forgotten by today's society. They are like a collection of
ready-made puzzles to assemble a better future for Indonesia.
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Architecture and Urban Planning Proposal for Hoi An
Acient Town Preservation
Le Xuan Nghia (Vietnam)

The ancient town of Hoi An
developed as an international
trading port from around

responsible for managing the traffic in front of the home by
checking flood notifications and installing floating modules
parallel to the house walls. The modules would be installed
20 cm above the flood water level and connected with those
of neighboring houses. The modules would float on the water

the end of the 14th century.
Interwoven with the cultures
of South East Asia, it has

creating a second pavement and connecting traffic. The main
traffic vehicles in the flood season are boats. This system
would create a kind of “parallel living environment”.

always played a role as a center of economic and cultural
exchange in Vietnam and Southeast Asia. Hoi An, with
valued architectural heritage, is a World Cultural Heritage site
that attracts domestic and foreign tourists.

Solution for historical core zone
Hoi An is highly affected by environmental conditions.
These impacts occur frequently and continuously in the

Overview of negative impacts of natural conditions
Hoi An is located in a coastal plain of central Vietnam,
which is strongly affected by the tides and marine
environment, as well as the water and environment of the Thu
Bon river system. In the rainy season, heavy rains last for
several days, causing the water in the Thu Bon river (Quang
Nam) to rise and bring floods. Water floods support columns
of buildings, resulting in the deformation of the frame
structure, water absorption and leaking roofs. When the roof
leaks, the condition of the building deteriorates rapidly. Many
streets and some residential areas are sunk in the flood water,
so life is very difficult for people in this area. Residents
have to evacuate to other safe zones. The adverse effects of
natural conditions have greatly limited the management and
development of tourism in Hoi An.

flood season, with rising water levels. The average amount
of floodwater in the old town ranges from 1.2 m to 1.7 m.
Almost all old buildings here have wooden frames and truss
structures. Actions to be implemented here are conservation,
remodeling and repairing. A solution for the wooden
structural columns to avoid termites is using a composite
sheath that can be flexibly removable. The new coat for the
wooden structural columns is easily removable in the flood
season. The column can be wrapped to prevent water contact
with the wood. Protecting columns from water to reduce the
effects of termites as well as the frequent effects of floods will
improve the life span of the wooden frame system in the old
buildings. Another measure is installing an automatic PVC
flood barrier system with flood gates around the core and
corridor zones in the pavement to prevent it from flooding.

Proposed urban planning and architecture solutions to
reduce impacts of natural factors to the ancient town

The flood barrier is a portable, self-inflating, reusable water
barrier that can be used in place of traditional methods, such
as sandbags, rock, or dirt dams. It can be installed or removed
in minutes and easily packed and reused for a different
application. The flood barrier can be installed by one person,
with the barrier available in several lengths from 9 to 15 m

Solution for corridor and perimeter area
The proposed solution is to move people out of the
protected center of Hoi An, to build low-rise three to fourstory apartments, with the ground floor used as common
living space that can be vacated in the flood seasons, and to
create a corridor zone around the historical center to prevent
flooding. This zone can play a role as transfer zone to prevent

and up to 1.7 m in height and can be linked together to create
longer sections. These systems will give residents more time
to evacuate, move property and mitigate the impact of flood
water.

the core zone from floodwater. Buildings in the corridor
zone can be constructed in the same style as in the core zone.
Green park areas around the perimeter zone would serve as
flood bags to collect water. The proposal to build a model of
“floating traffic” on the water could solve traffic problems in
the old town when the flood occurs. Each household would be
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Ⅳ Homestay
Ishida / Mori Family
Ashlon Lionel Frank (India)
My impression of the home stay with the generous and hospitable Ishida and Mori
family is something that I find very difficult to express in words. To me, it was the
best part of the Ando Program. Rie-san took me to the most well-known buildings
in Osaka, from the tallest building in Japan, Abeno Harukas, to a beautiful traditional
house in Katano. She also taught me how to make takoyaki and play the Hermann
harp. Her son, Yudai-san, is about my age, and we spoke a lot about the younger
generation and their lifestyle in Japan. Rie-san’s mother, Yasuko-san, had a lot of
energy and kept us awake later than midnight teaching me origami with a lot of
enthusiasm. Thank you very much for all the valuable lessons that you taught me.

Sakai Family
Paveena Siriwatchaiporn (Thailand)
The two days I spent in the great hospitality of the Sakai family belong to the most
remarkable experiences in my life. They have shown me the way Japanese people take
great care of their family and how they treat guests with warm welcome and wonderful
hospitality.
I would like to say a special thank you to the Sakai grandparents and their friends for
their kind advice about Japanese culture and historical buildings. I want to express my
deepest gratitude for giving me a chance to learn the way Japanese families share their
love and tenderness for each other and how they teach this to their young children. In my
opinion, this is the best foundation of Japanese society and I would like to apply it to my
own life in the future.

Sawasaka Family
Koes Woelandari Sisjatiningrum (Indonesia)

This was my first experience living with a homestay family and I was very happy to know the
Sawasaka family. They were very kind and accepted me like one of their own. Satomi-san asked me to
call her “okasan” and she gave me yukata, and helped me wear it. We enjoyed dinner with traditional
Japanese dishes. Otosan taught me how to eat sushi while okasan showed me how to make onigiri.
We visited Osaka Castle and a temple in Nara. In Nara, we also had the chance to watch a samurai
show. I learned a lot about Japanese culture, such as origami, ayatori (string figures), and shodo
(calligraphy). Okasan, who is very experienced in shodo, gave me her artworks, and a pen brush,
wishing that I would become interested in shodo. Thank you very much for the wonderful memories!

Shimaoka Family
Zhao Yating (China)

It was wonderful to spend time with the Shimaoka family and a precious experience to be in close
contact with Japanese culture. In bright sunshine we went to visit Tofukuji temple, Todaji temple and
Toshodaiji temple in Nara. I found some close cultural connections between China and Japan. This
is what I felt too, when we watched a video their son, Hidekazu-san, took during his trip to China a
few months earlier. I also had delicious food, wore a beautiful kimono and took many pictures. Even
though sometimes it was a little bit difficult to communicate with my hosts, both of them were very
nice to accompany me to Osaka Castle the next day. Thank you very much to the Shimaoka family
for the warm hospitality!
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Takashiba Family
Felicia Devina (Indonesia)
Being my first ever homestay, it was an insightful experience to have spent with the
Takashiba family. Thanks to my otosan, Kenichiro-san’s kindness to share his knowledge as
an architect, I learned a lot about architecture and visited some of Ando sensei’s old projects
that not many people might be familiar with. I also got to spend time eating their homemade
okonomiyaki, trying hanabi (small handheld fireworks), walking around the neighborhood
area, and experiencing the Japanese lifestyle. In the morning I learned to fold my futon and
store it in a cabinet with sliding doors. It may be simple, but it was interesting for me since
such custom does not exist in my home country. Though it was only a short time, I really
appreciated their welcoming arms and kindness.

Nojima Family
Cuales Janfour Olboc (Philippines)
Spending the weekend with the Nojima family was a once-in-a-lifetime experience. Even
in the short amount of time, we were able to visit wonderful places like the Azuma house in
Sumiyoshi and other buildings by Ando sensei, as well as numerous temples in Kyoto. I really
like their beautiful home and their Dalmatian dog, Julie who plays around the house. The
moments I shared with them were priceless. I was able to have a small glimpse of the daily
Japanese life and I will be forever thankful for their boundless generosity. I hope that we will
meet again in Japan or some other part of the world. Thank you very much!

Mori Family
Rubaiya Nasrin (Bangladesh)
I never expected that the “homestay program” would actually make me feel at “home”. I had
a very knowledgeable otosan and a kind hearted okasan. They made sure I learnt at least ten new
Japanese words. Apart from roaming around the neighborhood and visiting mounded tombs, I
helped them prepare lunch, and went to the supermarket with them to shop for dinner. I must
mention their special ramen is my favorite food in Japan now!
Visiting a traditional Japanese garden was on top of my wish list, and who else but my
Japanese family fulfilled it by taking me to Nara, where I visited many temples and gardens.
It was just an amazing experience, but even more than the places, I think it was their company
which I enjoyed most!

Wada / Horiuchi Family
Le Xuan Nghia (Vietnam)
A journey is measured by the number of friends you have met, not by the distance you have
traveled. I think this is definitely true for me in the Ando Program. I had one weekend to live as
a Japanese in the Wada and Horiuchi family residence in the center of Osaka. I really appreciate
the way they took care of me and showed me Japanese daily living, Osaka's tourist attractions
and delicious food. I was very impressed when Wada-san showed me her three photobooks full
of photos and testimonials from countless people who had stayed in her house over more than
25 years. Wada-san's friends took us on a yacht trip around the Seto Inland Sea, and we tried
Vietnamese mooncake for the tsukimi festival. I will never forget these memories in my life.
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